Abstract-To implement feature extension of short text and improve short text classification performance, this paper extracts the high frequency words and topic core words of each class of the training set as domain keyword set based on two different feature granularity, which are keyword and latent topic, and derives the topic probability distribution of the test text using LDA model, while some topic probability is greater than a certain threshold, extends the keywords of the topic into the testing text. Calculate the semantic similarity of the test text and the domain keyword set for each category by using HowNet. Experimental results show that the method proposed in this paper can effectively improve the short-text classification performance.
INTRODUCTION
Unlike traditional documents, short-text doesn't have enough contextual information, traditional Vector Space Model (VSM) could not be applied properly in short-text classification. In order to solve the problem of sparse feature in short-text, the researchers usually extend features of short-text by using external resource or internal semantic correlation. This paper proposes a Chinese short-text classification algorithm based on domain keyword set extension and HowNet by combining with the different granularities -keywords and latent topics. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section2 reviews related work. Section3 introduces the proposed method. Section4 presents the experimental results before the final section concludes the paper.
II. RESEARCH STATUS
The feature extension method of short-text is generally divided into external resources extension and internal semantic association rules extension. The main external resource extension usually uses WordNet, HowNet, Wikipedia and other semantic dictionary. Zhao etc. [1] used Wikipedia to dig hidden information of short-text, through selecting the words which is strongly associated with the keyword at the semantic level, and extended the keywords to help put the text to be classified in the proper category. Zhang etc. [2] used HowNet to extract text keywords of concept mapping, extended the semantic expression ability. On the other hand, through internal semantic association rules, using the correlation of corpus to build domain keyword sets, also could realize the feature extension of the short-text. Ning [3] extracted field high-frequency words as keywords, with the help of HowNet to extend short-text. Cham etc. [4] used domain high-frequency words as keyword set to extend the feature. Hu etc. [5] extended the high-frequency words in the latent topic to short-text. Sriram etc. [6] took user's information and microblog characteristics as domain keyword sets, broaden the character to implement classification.
It can be found that the existing research in short-text feature extension based on internal relationship mainly in fine-grained or coarse-grained to establish the knowledge base and realize the short-text feature extension. There are few articles considering two kinds of granularity at the same time. Therefore, our method has a certain innovation significance for the improvement of short text classification performance, because it is based on HowNet and domain keyword set extension combined with the keywords and latent topics of two different granularities. [7] III. SHORT-TEXT CLASSIFICATION BASED ON HOWNET AND
DOMAIN KEYWORD SET EXTENSION
A. LDA model LDA [8] is a probabilistic topic model. In this model, text is expressed as a three-layer probability model, which consists of text, topics and keywords. Each document representation for random mixed distribution on the latent topic sets, and each topic are expressed as the multinomial distribution of keywords, each topic is composed of a series of keywords. B. Domain keyword set Domain keyword set is a keyword collection which has strong indicative and good distinguish ability in a field. It could effectively capture domain knowledge and precisely distinguish the other areas. Feature granularity is the extent of the characters of text content [9] . This paper extracts keywords for each category of training set based on different granularities: based on fine granularity, get domain high-frequency words through keyword frequency statistics; based on coarse granularity, get the topic core words for each domain through LDA modeling.
1) domain high-frequency words Domain high-frequency words refer to the words that have high probability of occurring in a certain field and have small probability of occurring in other areas. The category recognition ability of low-frequency words is low, it will increase the noise of short-text and influence the classification effect. This paper extracts the high-frequency words and removes the low-frequency words. Algorithm is detailed as follows:
Input: training set D, categories of training sets K, the threshold of the proportion of keywords and categories Weight. Output: domain keywords for each category. a)
Filter the training set according to part of speech, only retain nouns, verbs and adjectives which have greater influence on the classification; b) Keyword frequency statistics of the filtered training set, obtain the frequency of each keyword in each category, filter the keywords whose frequency is less than 5; c)
Normalize keyword frequency in each category according to the proportion, assume the frequency of keyword w in
.
2) Topic core words
Topic core word is a keywords collection which could represent the theme under a certain theme. With categories as the topic, get the core words of each topic in training sets by LDA modeling. Subject core word extraction algorithm is as follows:
Input: training set D, categories of training sets K, the keyword number threshold M Output: topic core words for each category a)
Filter the training set according to part of speech, only retain nouns, verbs and adjectives which have greater influence on the classification; b) With categories as the topic, modeling the filtered training sets by LDA, and get the keyword distribution of each topic; c)
On keyword probability distribution of a topic, select probability value top M keywords as the core keywords of the topic.
Combine domain high-frequency words and topic core words, remove duplicate words, then we get the domain keywords set for each category of training set.
C. The feature extension based on domain keyword set
To solve the problems of feature sparse and weak information description in short-text, this paper proposes a domain keyword extension algorithm based on LDA. Specific algorithm is as follows: Expanding training set associated keywords to test set text could increase the relevance between the test set and training set, thus the effect of classification will be improved.
D. Text similarity caculation based on Hownet
Considering the short text has the characteristics of feature sparse, this paper calculates the semantic similarity between short-texts with the help of HowNet semantic dictionary. Because text is made up of words, the similarity between the short-texts can be converted to the similarity between words.
In HowNet, each word contains several concepts, therefore word similarity calculation could be converted into the similarity calculation between concepts. Meanwhile sememe is the basic unit of concepts, so the similarity between concepts can be converted into the similarity between sememes.
This article uses the formula (2) proposed by Wu etc. [10] to calculate similarity between sememes. 
The calculation formula of concept similarity is as follows: [11] 
For the word 1 w and 2 w , the similarity of 1 w and 2 w is the max value of all the concept similarities. The formula is as follows: [12] w 1, w 2 )=max 1 d is: [13] 
E. Short-text classification based on domain keyword set extension and HowNet
To solve the feature sparse problem of short-text, this paper proposes a short-text classification algorithm based on HowNet and domain keyword set extension. Classification framework is shown in figure 2: 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Experimental corpus
In this paper, the experimental corpus are derived from Fudan University Chinese Corpus [14] , Sogou Text Classification Corpus [15] and Sina Weibo Corpus[ 16] . For two kinds of public corpus, respectively extract headlines from journal articles in Fudan University Chinese Corpus and Sogou news as the experimental data, average length of texts is about twenty words. Fudan University Chinese Corpus， including art, IT, economy, environment, history, aviation, sports 7 classes, a total of 4708 texts, 2979 of them is training set, 1729 of them is test set; Sogou Text Classification Corpus, including IT, economy, education, military, sports, tourism, medicine 7 classes, a total of 3005 texts, 1977 of them is training set, 1028 of them is test set. This article also grabs Weibo texts from the NLPIR Weibo content corpus, which includes tourism, sports, military, science, politics, 5 categories, we randomly selected 2335 texts as the experiment material, 1427 of them is training set, 908 of them is test set. In this paper, all experimental data are random extracted. We repeat the experiment 10 times, take the average as the final result.
B. Performance evaluation
To verify our method is effective, on the basis of precision P, recall ratio R and F1 of three traditional indicators, this paper uses Macro_F1 and Micro_F1 to evaluate the classification performance [17] .
C. Experiment result analysis
For high-frequency words in this article, we had set the categories proportion of weight threshold in training set as 0.8, topic core word M threshold is set to 20, test set text extension topic probability threshold C2 set as 0.5, keyword extraction threshold N is set to 5.
The part of the keywords which extract from domain keyword set in Fudan Corpus training set for each category as shown in It can be seen from table 1, the method of domain keywords can effectively express a particular category, and distinguish other categories. Noise influence could be effectively avoided by extracting the keywords which has strong instruction ability and good category distinguish ability for each category, the effect of text categorization improved.
To verify the effectiveness and superiority of the method, two experiments were carried out: 1. Compare our method with the method which domain keyword set respectively only contains domain high-frequency words and topic core words. 2. Compare our method with the traditional VSM and LDA model combined with the SVM algorithm.
1) The experiment 1
The VSM and LDA as text representation, combined with the SVM classification algorithm, as two groups of contrast experiment. Three groups of results are shown in The experimental results show that classification effect of the classification algorithm based on VSM is not ideal for short-text. Because the ability to describe information of short-text is weak, the accuracy of classification algorithm based on LDA also failed to achieve satisfactory results. Compared with the LDA model combining the SVM classification algorithm, classification algorithm proposed in this paper has been improved on Macro_F1 and Micro_F1, as 2) The experiment 2 Compare our method and the extension method respectively using high-frequency words and topic core words. The experimental results are shown in table 4 and figure 3-4: The experimental results show that on the Fudan corpus, the classification performance of method based on the domain high-frequency words extension is better than that of the method based on extension of topic core words. On the Sogou Corpus, the classification performance of method based on the topic core word extension is better than that of domain high-frequency word extension method. On the Weibo Corpus, the classification performance of the two methods are quite. The method in this paper is superior to the method which domain keyword sets respectively only contains domain high-frequency words and topic core words.
Based on the above experiments, we can draw the conclusion that using the domain keyword sets to mine and supplement short-text implied information can effectively improve the effect of short-text classification. Classification performance of the method combined with the domain high-frequency words and topic core words is better than that of only using high-frequency words or topic core words of extension method.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a short-text classification algorithm based on domain keyword set and HowNet, the algorithm extract the training set keywords for each category by combining with different feature granularity. On fine-grained word, get training set high-frequency words by keyword frequency statistics; on coarse-grained latent topic, using LDA model to extract all kinds of topic core words. Combine domain high-frequency words and topic core words, delete the repeat keywords, then we get domain keyword set. Using the domain keyword set, combined with LDA, we can extend text feature of test text. Calculate text semantic similarity with the help of HowNet to, then forecast the category of the classification of text. The experimental results show that the method achieves good classification effect. But there are also some shortcomings, because the HowNet contains about 60000 words only, many keywords that not included in HowNet can't be calculated similarity, it will affect classification result. Therefore the next step of our work is to use HowNet combined with other algorithms (such as matching algorithms), improve the accuracy of short-text semantic similarity computation, and further improve the classification effect.
